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It is proposed that the quark-bag description and the Skyrmion description 
of baryons are related to each other by quantized parameters. Topology 
(through a chiral anomaly) plays an important role in bridging the funda
mental theory of the strong interactions (QCD) to effective theories. Some 
consequences on the efforts to see quark degrees of freedom in nuclear mat
ter are discussed. It is suggested that at low energies there will be no 
"smoking gun" evidences for quark presence in nuclei. 

1. THE SKYRMIONS AND THE "CHESHIRE CAT" MODEL 
As long as quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is intractable at low energies, one 

is required to resort to effective theories that embody as fully as possible 
the presumed properties of QCD. Bag models, non-relativistic quark DOtential 
models etc are all such effective theories. Recent developments suggest that 
when one goes from a fundamental theory (such as QED or QCD) to an effective 
theory, some physical parameters such as coupling constants, masses, etc are 
no longer arbitrary, but constrained to have quantized values . This quanti
zation phenomenon, which seems to be closely tied to topology, serves to 
eliminate some of the ambiguities inherent in effective theories. Such in
triguing phenomena as the quantized Hal! effect, charge fractionization in 
field theory and condensed matter physics and others are beleived to be con
nected to this property of effective theories. 

2 3 
The Skyrmion description of the baryons * is an effective theory of QCD 

and presents a case where there appears a quantized parameter which enables 
one to identify baryons from a non-Hnear o-model Lagrangian. This feature 
throws a whole new l ight on the structure of the nucléon, with possibly a deep 
connection to the old meson theoretic approaches and promises to be crucial in 
understanding the role of confinement, chiral symmetry and asymptotic freedom 
in nuclear environment. 

Arguments based on large-Nc QCD suggest strongly that an effective Lagran
gian with a qiijmU::sd prtrnmntay, namely the Wess-Zumino term, exists which 
wi l l describe low-energy QCD dynamics sufficently accurately . Nobody has yet 
•Invited talk given at 10th International Conference on Particles and Nuclei, 
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found a truly satisfactory one. However surprisingly enough, the Skyrme lagran-
qian in its truncated form describes already many of the baryon dynamics as equally 
well as the models based on explicit account of quarks, such as bagandooten-
t ia l models * . The Skyrme Lagrangian is thus a simple version of QCD effect i 
ve Lagrangians in large-Nc l imit . The Wess-Zumino term carries a vestige of 

4 
the fundamental theory and kncxo about the constituents, quarks . 

I t appears to be possible to "derive" the Skyrmion heuristically s tar t im 
from a quark bag . Imagine we start with a big bag of radius R, in which 'ir 

quarks wi l l be inserted to create a baryon. Now i f the bag is large enough, 
then the effect of Goldstone bosons on the quark spectrum - through the boun-
dary condition in"v. •!/ * e = .'',e being the chiral angle related to the Gold-
stone pion f ie ld on the bag surface - wil l be weak. The chiral angle will be 
nearly zero. In this case, almost al l the physical quantities-the baryon char
ge, axial charge and energy density-will be lodged in the quarks inside the bag. 
Suppose now the bag is squeezed adiabatically, so that the chiral angle ~ 
turns away from zero. For a baryon of the baryon charge B = n, <* goes UD to 
nir. The boundary condition breaks the CP symmetry for 9 t 0 , r./Z, -. Because 
of this CP asymmetry, an "empty" bag (a bag without Nc valence quarks) acqui
res a non-zero baryon charge. The calculations ' ' show that 
B , , ' - - [9 - I sin 29] for 0 < 9 < -r/2--- , = 1 - I [s - I sin 2?] for vac IT c -~ ~ ~ L 
T/2+--<_ e <_ IT. The discontinuity at ? » ~/2 ± z, -- -*0, is due to the fact that 
a positive Oirac level for K « 0 + (£ » ^ + J) plunges into the negative energy 
Olrac sea at 9 s TT/2. Thus although there is a CP symmetry at this angle, 
B =,/• * ±7 1 t n i s corresponds to the zero-mode result of charge fractioniza-

VoC C \f\ 

Hon found 1n other areas of physics . 
With \ quarks inserted into the bag, the net baryon charge within the bag 

is B(Hc) » 1 - i [9 - ^ s * n 29] , for 0 £ 9 <_ it. Thus as the angle turns from 
9 » 0 to 9 « ir , the baryon charge "leak* , the leakage being complete when 
9 - i t . This leakage phenomnenon can be easily understood in terms of an anomaly. 
Instead of the C asymmetric e-dependent boundary condition, one can work with 
a CP- symmetric boundary condition by making a chiral rotation ^ - \</ » Vy with 
V(r) » exp(1t'f i e ( r ) Y j ) , 8 = 8(R). The price one has to pay Is then that the 
Dlrac equation wi l l have a coupling on the surface to an axial "gauge f ield" 
(not a real gauge f i e l d , but an effective one) C » (V Ye 3. V ) 1 -

1 r' 0 >!<'* 0, D = "> + Yc C u w u 5 p 

with 3 defined so that 1t 1s non-vanishing on an infinitesimal strio on the 
surface, and vanishing everywhere else. Nov; i t is well-known that an axially 

nled gauge f ie ld produces a vector anomaly (in contrast to a vector-couoled 
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r.?.wo field which oroduces an axial anomaly).Thus the ban, isolated from the rest of 
tre system (i.e. the exterior pion sector) does not conserve the baryon charge 
and hence the leakage* 

Since the charge must be conserved Globally, the missing charge must be 
found in the exterior sector. In fact, Skyrme proposed in 1961 that an entire 
baryon charge can be lodged in the meson sector. His proposal turns out to is 
correct. To see this, we have to elevate ̂  to a dynamical variable (r) with 
- 3 ̂ (R). To make the bag model consistant with chiral invariance, -(r) must 
be identified with the Goldstone boson field. We assume that the Goldstone 
bosons live outside of the bag. In terms of the quaternion, restricting for the 
moment to the chiral SU(2) x SU(2) case, 

U(r) x pi [;J(r) + i'rV-(r)] , U +U = 1 

where a is the scalar meson field, n' the Goldstone boson field ( - + , -", -° 
for the case), the dynamics in the exterior sector is, for long-wave-length 
orocesses, governed by the non-linear ?-mode1 Lagrangian supplemented by a 
stabilizing term (with L = U"1 3 U) 

°£>K - 4 - T r [ L M ] + V T r [ L U « L V ] 2 + — 
where F, is the pion decray constant,e an arbitrary dimensionless constant 
which will be determined later, and ... stands for other quartic terms and 
higher derivative terms. Skyrme model corresponds to this Lagrangian without 2 the extra ... terms. Skynne proposed - and arguments based on large H, QCD 

4 5 support * - that this Lagrangian should describe not only meson dynamics but 
also low-energy properties of baryona. Thus the first term in the Lagrangian 
should provide, e.g., soft-pion theorems on both meson and baryon targets. 

14 4 

This has been explicitly demonstrated to be the case , For this to be pos
sible, baryons (fermions) must emerge from mesons (bosons). Indeed, it is now 
firmly established that through non-trivial topology, fermions do emerge from 

IS S 5 
the chiral field • ,the fermions are baryons (called Skyrmions) and when 
suitably quantized,-rotating Skyrmlons correspond to low-lying baryons, N and 

A deep connection to the quantization of physical parameters mentioned before 
is seen when one considers SU(3) < SU(3). In the case of SU(3) < SU(3),one still 
h-is a Lagrangian of the Skyrme type, with U now a 3 * 3 matrix Involving octet 

This argument is based on H,B. Nielsen's "infinite hotel" model 
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of Goldstone bosons. In addi t ion, there i s an extra term, called Uess-Zumino 
term, required by perturbative and non-oerturbative anomalies. I t has a form 
a. contr ibut ing to the action where r is an integral over a f ive dimensional 
d isc D . The Wess-Zumino term'has a quantized value required by the consistency 
of the e f fec t ive theory, the condition being that m = HQ = the number of color. 
I t is th is term that signals that baryons are made up of N c quarks and that 
wnen Pi is odd, they sat is fy fermion s t a t i s t i c s . Although = 0 for SU(2)-SU(2) 
i t can be used for the same purpose by suitably embedding an SU(2> naooing into 
an SU(3) mapping. 

The Wess-Zumino term, wi th i t s parameter f ixed by the constraint , uniquely 
predicts the processes involving t ransi t ions of even number of bosons-odd num-

+ - + 
- • r e - . 

then f i c = 3 f ixes uni-

and + _ 
16 

ber of bosons. Thus once one assumes c_ = F K * F 
quely such transitions as K K" * * n - , K 
Anreement with experiments is in general good and, in some cases, excellent 

Ue will now argue that the Skyrmion described 3bove is obtained when the 
radius of the chiral bag is shrunk to zero .There is a direct relation bet
ween e=e(R) and R. Thus 6 * 0, TT correspond respectively to R = « , 0 for a 
bag with N quarks (Fig. 1). 

FIGURE 1 
Relation between R and )(R), from Ref.8. (A 
kink at 3 « 0.44fm, an artifact of the sharo 
surface,is smoothed). 
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The first quantity to look at is the baryon number • . Consider the limit R = 0. 

From the action I = Ic K + mf where I.K is the Skyrme action, one obtains the 

'jiryon current 

B = J U e . Tr [LL l V ] . 
.. 2 4 7 -..via 

This comes ent i re ly from the Hess-Zumino tern. [The argument is made hero for 

SU(3) < SU(3), but the same resul t holds for SIK21 • SU(2].3 In order to see 
f 3 1 j 

that B ^ 0 [where B = d x B (x ) ] , choose the hedgehog configuration 
J u A °o 

e i : ^ - ( r ) Q 

, ( r , . ^ ^ > o r ^ ^ U 

with -?(0) * : , :•(*>) = 0 so as to assure f i n i t e energy. 

Tor this configuration 

B - I [ -e( r ) + £ s i n 2e(r ) ]g = 1 . 

Thus when R is zero, the entire baryon charge is lodged in the meson sector. 

This confirms t;ie leakage of a baryon due to the quantum anomaly. 

If R )< 0, then the charge is shared. Inside the bag, it was found to be 

1 - -t? - 4 sin &)i outside, due to a defect, the integration roes from R 
T 1 1 

to "», so we have —[9 - n sin 2e]. The sum is 1, as it should be, independently 
of R. This result makes it physically plausible that the Skyrmion is a baryon. 

8 9 10 
Along with the baryon charge, other things leak out too ' ' . Consider the 

vacuum energy inside the bag, in particular a = E R , 

Zr+Q 

n(e,t) - - i I sinn(nn) a e"*'^' 7 n 

3» " w- R 

n n 

Both n y a c and 3 t 0 t a 1 « J i y a C • n y a 1 ( n y a 1 is the contribution of each valence 

quark) are plotted 1n Fig. 2. At s • 0 , $t t * 2.04 . . . , the M.I.T. value, and as 
1 Is dialled to * , 3 t o t leaks out, the leakage coirplete at 9 » v.Closely rela

ted to the leakage of energy is the a»ial flux -î(9) 

>(e) » (f d 2 S n l J n a - A 3 ; 
Ir-R 



where the expectation value of the axial current is taken with respect to the 

bag vaccuro or the combined system of the vaccum plus the valence quarks. The 

re la t ion is 

*•><«) - T T 1 • 

To arr ive at th is expression.one subtraction is needed to render the Quantities 

f i n i t e * . The resu l t i s given in F ig. 3. Again -r?[~. + .: . 1 "leaks" out 

completely at i = tr.Unlike the baryon charge which is a topological invar iant , 

there is no simple re la t ion fo r these other quantit ies as to how they are par

t i t ioned into the i n te r i o r and exter ior regions. Nevertheless, physical obser

vables i n general depend l i t t l e on the size of R. 
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FIGURE 2 

n vs«e from Ref. 10 

FIGURE 3 
da ^ related to R«) vs.9 from 
d? ' 
r»ef. 10. 

It 1s sometimes claimed in the literature that one can constrain the bag size by 

looking at, say, the axial form factor of the nucléon <jA<\£). This claim is not 

supported when the D1rac polarization (chiral anomaly) 1s suitably taken into 

account. The axial coupling - and in general oion couplings to the nucléon -

is dictated by the axial flux 4(e) in the quark sector. As one can see in 

Fig. 4, \ Is fairly independent of the radius within the range of R relevant to 
the controversy. This should come as no great surprise. 
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I I I I ! . «« ! * I IM»H-

0.8 Rlfm) 0.9 

FIGURE 4 
The axial flux per N vs.R, from 
Refs. 8 and 10 c 

I t is perhaps a more sensible thing to do to proceed in the reverse sense 
by requiring that the axial charge gA be independent of R and extracting the 
consequences from such a requirement. This allows us "to derive" heuristically 
Skyrme's quartic term. To do this, we use the axial-current conservation 
"."A » 0. This requires the axial flux in the quark sector : . to be enual to 

Quark 
that cf the Skyrmion sector * s k y r m i o n . In the range ^ 1 9 ^ * . this is (for 
the number of color equal to Nc). 

R*skyrmion " N c 

The right-hand side Is a known quantity for given ft. The left-hand side receives 
its contribution from the quadratic and quartic terms of the Skyrme Lagrangian. 
Explicitly 

•skynrion " « ^ i©)J« *«*#]-
8 2 

We propose to determine € and hence the Skyrme quartic term as 9 - * from 
the axial flux balance. The result is given 1n Fig. 5 
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FIGURE 5 
The strength of the Skyrme 
quartic term (£ 2) resulting 
from the shrinking bag. From 
Ref.8. 

FIGURE 6 
Flew of K" * 0 + , 0 \ l + levels 
inside the bag. The arrow 
indicates the crossing point. 

Physically what this means is that one "Integrates" out the quark-bag degrees of 
freedom to obtain the quartic term. [This is similar to integratino out quark 
fields in an effective theory in which quarks are coupled to chiral fields 
(e.g. ';-model) . In such a process, one obtains the Wess-Zumino term and 
quartic terms (which need not give precisely the Skyrme type).] Me are thus 
naturally invited to look at the quark sector to understand the role of the 

18 quartic term . The physics of the quark sector is determined by the flow of 
Oirac levels as the angle e is dialled toward IT. Figure 6 has the relevant 
level flow pattern. 
We 'ind that the Skyrme quartic Urm is generated as, at e « 9 , a K * 0" level 
crosses from above the oscillating K « 1* level. The 0" level remains the first 
..•xcitcd level after this chiral angle o and plunges Into the negative-energy 
sea at e « 3^/2. Thus the jkyrme quartic term can be viewed as a quantum effect 
issociated with the 1* - 0" (in K*) level crossing*. 

The Skyrme quartic term in its particular form is found to be consistent with 
i-wave - scattering data at threshold . (Another coincidence?). 



I t seems plausible that this level crossing is closely related to the exci
tation of an \-"_-" .Tt'-v .:c.:jv.j ?•' _•»*».».;•:-: corresponding to the <:, meson traditio
nally associated with the short-range repulsion in nucleon-nucleon interactions. 
'here are two compelling arguments why this notion is plausible. One is the re
sult of a calculation by Adkins and fiappi c who replaced the Skyrrne quartic tern 
by . mesons coupled to the baryon current,obtaining a stability provided in the 
Hkyrne model by the quartic term. The results for a l l nucléon and static oro-

perties come out to be quite similar. The other is the result of a calculation 
19 by Jackson, Jackson and Pasquier of the nucleon-nucleon interaction based on 

a Born-Oppenheimer treatment of the Skyrmion-Skyrmion interactions. It is found 
that at small relative distances between the nucléons, there emerges a spin-iso-
spin-independent repulsion which can be well reprensented by the exchange of an 
J) meson. The level crossing argument suggests that the -,; degrees of freedom 
set in roughly at R «* 0.4-0.5fm for a S = 1 system and at R « 0.7-G.Sfm for a 
B * 2 system. 

Let us suppose that there i s , as conjectured, an intimate relation between 
the level crossing and the Skyrme quartic term on the one hand and the level 
crossing and the w exchange on the other hand. Then an important consequence 
is that we would have a quark-based description of an ' V exchange at short 

18 distances . A second equally important consequence is that although the Skyrme 
quartic term is not unique, i t could contain many of the requisite ingredients 
for short-distance dynamics not directly visible and hence there must be some 
strong constraints on what further terns can appear in the effective Lagrangian. 
(For instance, an w f ie ld cannot be Kaivëly added to the Lagrangian in addition to 
the quartic term). Finally one notes a striking qualitative resemblance between 
the quantities B„„ ( ° ) and Rv('))„. . . The former is related to a quantity of 
mathematical interest, namely the Atiyah-Patodi-Si nger n invariant1" , a topolo
gical invariant,so although i t may be Durely coincidental i t could also be that 
the latter has a similar topological Invariant. I f this is true, then Skyrme's 
conjecture that the C in the quartic term is quantized may have a deep mathe
matical meaning. 

8 21* What we have arrived at 1s a "Cheshire Cat" model ' of the baryons. The 
nucléon as a bag surrounded by a small pion cloud (Skyrmlon clouu) and the nu
cléon as a Skyrmlon with a point "bag" may very well represent two sides of a 
same coin. The so-called bag radius R can be big or small depending upon the 
kind of approximations that are made, the quartic term replacing the part of 
the quark bag that is increasing or decreasing in size. In the quark sector 
(bag), the expansion parameter 1s the color fine structure constant -t,; in the 

4 ' 
Ckyrmion sector, I t is 1/N . The optimal radius must be the one at which 
" U.S. 'Helsen coined this narre in analogy to the Cheshire cat in U'wis Caroll's 
"Alice in Wonderland". 



higher-order corrections in 01- and 1/N are best controlled. Our suggestion0 

was that at low energies and/or low momentum transfers, the optimal radius is 
' 0.44fm. What happens at higher energies and momentum transfers(q )? What 
happens when nucléons are jammed into higher densities(. )? r-'ore quantitative wortr 
needs to be done on these questions. But i t is oovious what can happen: tue 
chiral angle ^ wi l l turn toward - and relax at - a smaller value as (]~ or den
sity is increasea. Thus seen by deeply inelastic electrons, à nucléon in nu
clear matter could look bigger relative to the free space. We further expect 
that the transition from the region in which nuclaon degrees of freedom are 
appropriate to the region in which quark degrees of freedom are appropriate wi l l 
not be abrupt. Thus the results on the electrodisintegration of the deuteron 

("small" bag) and the quenching of the axial-vector coupling constant g. 
22 

("big" bag) may be not incompatible in the framework of QCD . One would u l t i 
mately like to "see" quarks in nuclei, ^ur Picture stronnly sunnests that 
"seeinn" nuarks is going to be just as hard, painstakinn and uneventful as 
"seeing" mesons in nuclei, boring perhaps but a clever solution nevertheless. 

• 2. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

Here is a l i s t of what has been going on recently elsewhere. 
1. One interesting theoretical problem is whether or not one cannot arrive 

at a description of the nucléon equivalent to the Skyrmion without an expl ici t 
23 account of confinement and asymptotic freedom . I would think the answer is 

•jus for topological quantities (e.g. the baryon current) , no for dynamical 
quantities (e.g. stabi l i ty) unless miracles occur through radiative corrections! 

Now in the Skyrmion model: 
2. Current algebra and soft-meson theorems on neson ,*• baryon targets f o l 

low naturally from the Skvrme Lanranoian plus the Wess-Zumino term. This has 
14 been expl ici t ly demonstrated . 

3. Upon quantizing the Skyrmions, one obtains the N and A as rotational le 
vels for the case of SU(2) •< SU(2)7 and the spin - I octets and spin - I decu-
plets for the case of SU(3) * SU(3) 2 4 . 

4. Embedding SU(3) [Instead of SU(2) as above] into SU(3), one obtains diba
ryon resonances (B»2) . In particular, a 0* SU(3)-singlet state called H is 
predicted at as low energy as 2.2GeV. This 1s quite similar to the doubly stran
ge six-quark state predicted in the M.I.T, bag model . 

5. The N*'s and A 's can be described in terms of rotation-vibration cou-
27 pllng of the Skyrmion . 

Thçy do sometines, an example beinrj chiml anomalies. 



6. The electroweak interactions with Skymtions ( i n place of quarks) car be 
28 fornulated in a consistent way, free of anomalies . 

7. The monopole catalysis of the proton decay an be described in terns of a 
29 Skyrmion whose topological knot is unwound by a monopole . 

3. The nuclear matter-quark plasma phase t ransi t ion can be described in terrs 
of Skyrmions alone. The i n f i n i t e density l i m i t of the Skynnions resembles a 
..vjarfc nas . 

19 31 
9. The N-N interaction * obtained from the Skyrmion-Skyrmion interactions 

resembles the Paris potential. 
In conclusion, it is quite remarkaole that such a simple Lagrangian embodies, 

at least qualitativply, so much of QCO. It would be interesting to see whether 
and where it breaks down. 
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